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1. INTRODUCTION

As the need to disintermediate financial transaction arises, we move towards a new era of Decentralized Finance (DeFi). This new technology is opening up new possibilities and pushing the boundaries of Fintech. Visqore Finance seeks to leverage this frontier technology, exploring and revolutionizing the Fintech industry through sectors like Blockchain, NFT, Metaverse, AR/VR and Gaming.

2. CONSPECTUS

Visqore Finance operates unprecedentedly, driven by an innovative philosophy.

2.1 KEY FEATURES OF VISQORE FINANCE

• Security: At Visqore Finance, safety is paramount. Therefore, we are dedicated to going through vigorous and strict measures to ensure premium protection of data and assets on our platform.

• Cost-effective Transactions: One of the greatest blockchains for DeFi is Binance Smart Chain (BSC). We will be utilizing this network to achieve maximum transactional efficiency as an ultimate feature of it is its low-cost fees while still operating at super-fast transaction speeds.

• Innovation: Visqore Finance aims to unlock the full potential of DeFi and how it can be used to solve real world problems by investing heavily in Research and Development (R&D) for sectors like AR/VR, Gaming, and NFTs among others.

• Resourceful Platform: We offer varieties of tools and resources that help facilitate the seamless use of DeFi products such as NFTs.

• Governance: Owning the Qore token gives a voice to the people, enabling them to participate in votes which can influence how Visqore Finance develops.

• Reliability: The Visqore team is set to be resilient irrespective of any unforeseen contingency, and vows to do their best in ensuring the success of Visqore Finance.

• Eventful and Interactive Community: Visqore Finance will provide an engaging platform where events are hosted and rewards are given.

www.visqore.io
• Transparency and Customer Satisfaction: We strive to create open and honest communication with our users to keep them updated and satisfied.

3. VISQORE NFT MARKETPLACE

NFT (Non-Fungible Token) is taking the world by storm and revolutionizing the way we view ownership of assets, creating new possibilities and opportunities that we did not have before. This then creates a need to explore the full potential of NFTs, and to also provide a dynamic, and simplistic marketplace to enable the effortless trading of NFTs.

Visqore Finance provides a secure, reliable, effortless, and seamless platform for NFT creators, traders, and collectors to trade NFTs unprecedentedly, while unlocking and exploring the full potential of NFTs.

3.1 KEY FEATURES OF VISQORE NFT MARKETPLACE

• Availability of Diversified Content: Varieties of NFTs will be consistently available. Our platform has a provision for a “Poetry” category which is a unique addition to the NFT world. This feature allows users to sing and mint their poetry.

• Resourceful Platform: Paired with a well-structured and user-friendly marketplace, Visqore Finance offers varieties of tools and resources that help facilitate the seamless transaction and utility of NFTs.

• Universality: We have many strategies in place to accommodate upcoming artists, popular artists, influencers, and celebrities among others. However, we are focused on elevating the works of talented upcoming artists finding it hard to sell their works due to popularity constraints; this initiative enables them to gain more traction and sales.

Note: Users will be charged Commission fees on all NFT sales on the platform. 3.5% fees will be charged on all NFT sales on the marketplace. NFT listings are free of charge on the Visqore NFT marketplace.
4. VISQOVERSE

Visqoverse is an Online Open World PC Game designed to realize the full potential of DeFi technologies such as blockchain and NFTs. It is designed to simulate reality, this allows players to be able to play as a persona they created, living their fantasies in a digital world. Players can do anything: hang out, trade real estates, purchase buildings, organize events and go on missions designed by the game. Players will be given the option to play the game through Virtual Reality/Augmented Reality (VR/AR) for optimum experience.

4.1 KEY FEATURES OF VISQOVERSE

- Ownership: Thanks to the NFT technology, users can now own parts of the game in form of lands, buildings, real estates, and restaurants among others. These will all be stored in the Visqore wallet.
- Open Development: Visqoverse allows people to develop fashion products, maps and even events for the game.
- Payments: All transactions in the game will be conducted using the Qore token. Users would need to connect their Visqore Wallet to be able to conduct transactions in-game.
- Realism: The game will work similar to reality to maintain balance. Prices of goods and services will be quite similar to that of the real world. Players can either build a whole asset from scratch, or buy them off another player.
- Fair Play: No player will be given an advantage over the other. All players have to buy or earn what they use in the game. Players who attempt to cheat will be suspended from the game for a period of time. However, if cheating persists, the player will be declared “Excommunicado”.

www.visqore.io
5. TOKENOMICS

5.1 QORE TOKEN

- The Qore token is the primary utility token and currency of all Visqore Finance platforms.
- It is a BEP20 token that utilizes the BSC’s efficient blockchain and low-cost network fees.
- Possessing this token offers the ability to rate NFTs, voting rights, fee discounts, and more exposure to NFTs. All these are dependent on the amount of Qore token a user owns.
- The Qore token would be available to the public during the presale and public sale.
- The Qore token was designed to thrive on mass adoption, utility and community mining.
5.2 TOKEN SALE

TOTAL TOKEN SUPPLY - 200,000,000 QORES

- 2% Private Sale
- 4% Presale
- 39% Public Sale
- 15% Marketing and Operations
- 15% Community Minting
- 5% DEX Liquidity
- 5% Reserve Funds
- 15% Team Funds
5.3 VESTING PERIOD

- Private Sale tokens: Private sale investors will receive their tokens on a 25% 6 months installment for 2 years.
- Team tokens: Team members will receive their tokens on a 25% yearly distribution plan for 4 years.
- Presale tokens: 100% Unlocked for presale buyers.
- Public Sale tokens: 100% Unlocked for the public.
- Marketing and Operations tokens: 50% Unlocked, 50% Locked for 4 months.
- Reserve Funds tokens: Locked for 5 Years.
- Community Mining: 20% Yearly Unlocking plan for 5 years.
- Dex Liquidity: 100% Locked till DEX launch

5.4 BURN MECHANISM

Visqore Finance will perform quarterly Buy-Backs with its profits and burn it forever until it has burned 100,000,000 Qore tokens. This will help stabilize and increase the value of the Qore token over time.
6. ROADMAP

Q4 (2021)
- Private Sale
- Token Creation (BEP 20)
- Presale Offering
- Qore Token Launch
- Audit Certification
- Coin Marketcap and CoinGecko Listings
- Visqore Company Registration
- Strategic Marketing
- Social Media Campaigns

Q1 (2022)
- DEX initiation
- NFT Creators whitelist (50)
- Influencer/Celebrity Partnership Deals
- ERC 721 & 1155 Smart Contracts
- Test Net
- NFT Marketplace Launch
- Website Updates
- Community Reward Drops
- NFT Marketplace Partnerships
- Visqore NFT Collection Launch

Q2 (2022)
- Visqoverse Development
- Buy-Back and Burns
- Company Partnerships
- Worldwide digital Marketing
- Visqore Wallet App Beta
- Visqore Wallet Launch
- Community Games and Rewards
- Visqore Second NFT Collection Launch

Q3 (2022)
- Visqore Foundation Launch (Charity Organization)
- Visqore Worldwide Awareness Tour
- Binance Listing Application
- Binance Listing
- NFT Marketplace Expansion/Upgrades
- Visqore NFT Marketplace App Launch

Note: Although we will try our best to follow the Road map, the timeline might change due to unforeseen contingencies.
7. DEVELOPMENT TEAM
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8. VISQORE DISCLAIMER

Just like with any Crypto investment where risk is an underlying factor, Visqore is no different. Users should note that all purchases are final and non-refundable. The value of the Qore token is liable to drastically depreciate, causing users to lose their investments. It should also be noted that investors are solely responsible for their investments as the content of this whitepaper is not to be perceived as financial advice.

However, Visqore strives to be resilient in the face of any adversity. We will continue to work hard to make Visqore the greatest NFT platform in the Crypto Space.